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1. Introduction
Historically, the term " informat ics" was formed in
1950’s[1]. In the United States and the Soviet Un ion it were
seen as a discipline that studies the structure and general
properties of scientific information as well as the laws of its
creation, transformation, transfer and use. Such defin ition
equates of informatics to the bibliography and methods to
find information in massive of documents.
In the United States based on the principles of cybernetics
in 1962 appeared the first depart ments of computer science.
Here during 1960’s informatics has been defined as the
theory and fundamentals technologies of computer
engineering. In the form of co mputer science the informatics
began to study the structure and general properties of
informat ion in various fields of human activity and the
development on this basis of co mputer technique and
technologies in all areas. In USSR the in formatics was
identified as computer science after 1982. Now in the world
the informatics is understood in form of co mputer
science[2].
Since 1970's began the gradual introduction into the mass
consciousness of the idea that in h istory o f the mo ment
changes of "historical formations". Declared the closed of
the capitalist (industrial) era and the entry of humanity in a
post-indust rial (in fo rmat ion ) era[3]. In fo rmat ion era is
characterized by a rejection of the traditional material and
en erg y p rodu ct io ns and rep lacing th em t h e indus t ry
informat ion resources and control systems. In July 2000 on
G8 su mmit was officially declared t ransit ion to "g lobal
informat ion society". This society has been defined as one in
which the information is understood the basic resource of life
and the d evelop ment o f social and bio log ical fo rms. In
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December 2003 and November 2005 in Geneva and Tunis
was World Su mmit on Information Society (WSIS). It was
first announced that the human race is in transition fro m an
industrial society to an informat ion society and the next
phase will be "knowledge society".
The processes of globalizat ion covered all spheres of
human activity: the economy, culture, information space,
technologies and management. This creates an open
informat ion society with a network way of interaction
between people in all areas of their work. The aim of this
article is analysis of key aspects of the format ion of the
"information era" and "information society". We need to
know about ideology and philosophy of informat ics. To be
computer literate is no longer good enough; computer
understanding is now a necessity[4].

2. Physical methods of the Information
Society Creation (Computerization of
Mankind)
If a g lobal analysis of the development of co mputer
technique and information technologies it is possible to say
that this development was going on two directions. Based on
our observations these directions can be formulated as
follows: 1) the computing direction, 2) the intellectual
direction.
Develop ment of human civilization in the technical aspect
fro m ancient Egypt and ancient Sumeria went quietly and
slowly. As society was traditional and based on the norms of
religious morality, the man's needs only real instruments. For
example, he needed a plow to plow the ground, the wheel to
travel somewhere, simple math skills to calculate a building
process, etc. All necessary calculations man's was made on
paper or using a tool known as "Russian schoty". The
ancestor of this instrument was the ancient abacus and it can
be regarded as the ancestor of the modern co mputer in the
"computing direction".
Change in man's relation to this technical direction was in
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the XVI century. In this century ended ideological revolution
in European society. It began with the movement Cathars
(Albigensians), continued throughout the Renaissance. In the
XVI century because Reformation the half of Europe the
renounced Christianity and moved to the various directions
of Protestantism. After that one of the main ideological
doctrines is mercantilis m wh ich the theory of the necessity of
financial gain. On this basis since XVII c. began the boom of
the theoretical and practical develop ment of co mputers,
which init ially focused on the calculations in the national
monetary systems.
If monitored only main aspects all develop ments of
XVII-XX cc. were increasingly imp roving computing
mechanis ms: 1) “Schickard machine” (1623), 2) “Pascal
mach ine” (1642), 3) “Morland machine” (1667), 4) Co lmar
arith mo meter (1820), 5) calculator (USA, 1878-1885; Russia,
1878-1885), 6) Bu rrows arith mo meter (1893), 7) Bush
differential analy zer (1930), 8) electro mechanical calcu lator
“IBM 601” (1935), 9) Zuse mechanical (Z1, 1938),
electro mechanical programmable (Z2, 1939), electronic
programmab le (Z3 and Z4, 1941 and 1945) calculators, 10)
ENIA C (1946), 11) s mall electronic calculating machine
(1951), 12) large electronically co mputing machine (1952),
13) TRA DIC (1955), 14) “IBM 7000” (1959), 15) IBM
System 360/370 (1964), 16) Apple I (1976), 17) IBM PC
(since 1981).
The subsequent introduction of co mputers in the
administrative management and the economy led to the
creation of a new industrial sector: tools and electronic data
processing. Initial phases of development of this industry is
the creation of the first computer game StarWar (1961),
text editor Wordstar (1979), spreadsheet VisiCalc (1979),
virus (1980). Thus the information has become
merchandise.
Further development of computer technologies has led to
the fact that computers have been used for so-called
"descriptive" sciences for which mathematical modeling
methods were previously unavailable (biology, history, etc.).
Due to the possibility of a descriptive analysis of the objects
of study began the new line of research related to computer
simu lation of hu man intelligence functions: the
development of "artificial intelligence". This is a section of
computer science which p laces its aim the development of
methods for the solution of problems for which there are no
formal algorith ms.
Technological first point from which began the
development of artificial intelligence as a "thinking
mach ine" was "Llu ll Machine" (1270-ies.) named by the
author Ars Magna (Great Art) and designed to solve logical
problems and the "revealed truth".
The next milestone was the "Analytical Maсhine"
(1822-1853) Charles Babbage (1791-1871) which was to be
able to use when calculat ing the results of previous
operations, repeat calculations in the loop, software
controlled by punch cards. The machine has not been
created but important were made idea. The historical
importance of " Babbage's machine" is also in the fact that it
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is the first mechanism, the idea of which was popularized in
the society under the slogan "help easier" live the man by
F.L.Menabrea (1809-1896) and O.A.Lovelace (1815-1852).
The third milestone was the work of "An Investigation of
the Laws of Thought" (1854) by George Boole (1815-1864).
In this paper the author described a system of symbolic and
logical reasoning. The algebra of logic or "Boolean algebra"
removed the logic of life context, transforming it fro m the
science of human thinking in the mathematical theory. In
1847, George Boole wrote that mathemat ics studies the
operation which considered in itself, regardless from the
various matters to which they can be applied[5]. As a result,
won the formalism of pure mathematics which accessible
only to specialists. Now in fact, mathematics is no longer
applied science. Instead of using calculations to describe the
real things in nature, there was a possibility to describe the
non-existent, including such that it can not exist in reality,
but is valid in theory.
In 1945 V. Bush (1890-1974) wrote an article entit led
«As We May Think», where was first described the concept
of hypertext[6]. He is also the first to use the term «web»
which was later used in the name of Internet. In this article
Bush described the electro-mechanical device that should
give people a tool to enhance cognitive abilities.
In 1956 J. McCarthy (1927-2011) of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) proposed use of the term
"artificial intelligence". In his viewpoint artificial
intelligence using techniques that are not observed in
humans if this need for a particular purpose. In this case the
computational procedures are called intelligent[7]. In 1959,
McCarthy developed a language LISP for artificial
intelligence problems.
To solve the problems of art ificial intelligence required
ultrafast computers. In 1957 science fiction writer I.Asimov
(1920-1992) theoretically described supercomputer. In 1962
the UK was developed the first real supercomputer Atlas. In
1982 the "Time" named the co mputer "Machine of the
Year".
Fro m our viewpoint no need to describe and create things
what can not find a parallel in the wild life of the Earth.
Therefore, if the development of co mputer technique in the
"computing direction" no harm to hu mans, the development
of special mach ines within the "intelligent direction" was an
example of immo ral p rogress.
Since the 1990s began developing computer technologies
which would be able to rep lace a hu man. The changes a
classical co mputer were based on using different physical
principles of its units: 1) optical co mputer, 2) quantum
computer, 3) neuroco mputer, 4) b iocomputer. The
evaluation of these innovations should be viewed in two
ways: first, fro m a purely mechanistic position (by function),
and secondly, with the ideological positions (in terms of
control over the person).
Optical co mputer processor is processing information
using light. Main application areas: military equip ment,
criminology, informat ion security, banking, research[8].
Current tasks: computer vision, artificial intelligence,
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pattern recognition and simultaneous tracking of hundreds
and thousands of targets, navigation, control of the earth's
surface, commun ications. The main task for the civ il sector:
optical processor for authentication of credit cards,
passports, etc., i.e. control of the person.
In 1996 IBM developed the first examples of the
holographic memory. Ho lographic memo ry is a orderly,
systematic perception of past experiences and ideas about
the future that facilitates conscious human access to all
informat ion available to it mind[9]. The most important
aspects of the method of holographic memory are: 1)
conscious memo ries location in order; 2) address appealing
to the memories; 3) output memories for mental screen
(creating holograms); 4) consideration a hologram as
interface in the interaction of human consciousness with the
unconscious; 5) the ability to manage this interface on a
level of conscious. From this we get the ability to control
the unconscious, i.e. controlling a person's subconscious.
Prehistory holographic memo ry was the ideas of the
Frankfurt School that to overcome totalitarian tendencies at
the level of nations should go in history and re-evaluate it.
Revaluation of the so-called "uncontrollable past" is a
distortion and conviction his in favor of the currently
existing ideological doctrine. This process leads to the
creation of so-called artificial "collect ive memory". In such
collectiv ization a man destroyed as a person and loses the
ability to think indiv idually. Artificial team has no historical
base of its existence. However, wh ile this memory is
maintained in society only by the mass media, there is
always a danger that some people can understand the falsity
of this and get out of the artificial group. To do this need
take the memory for electron ic control and lin ked the
humanity in co mmon social network. Therefore,
holographic memory is the same as the collect ive memo ry
and its development is an important step towards achieving
full control over mankind. Therefore, the information
society is a co mmunist society, i.e. totalitarian. In this
society the powers of one man delegated to the faceless
team where is dominated by the so-called "herd instinct".
Almost simu ltaneously with the emergence of the
concept of holographic memory emerged social networks
(1995, Classmates.com) as pilot projects. The official
beginning of their existence refers to 2003-2004 (LinkedIn,
MySpace, Facebook).
In 2002 in UCLA was developed a method to control the
intermolecular interactions in organic composite materials.
This fact allowed to create a three-dimensional holographic
television[10]. In the novel "Fahrenheit 451" R.Bradbury
(1920-2012) predicted the occurrence of such systems in the
form of so-called "TV family (relatives)", i.e. tool for
constantly mon itored with the help of continuous human
presence in network and co mmunication with these
"relatives".
"Quantum computers" are based on the phenomena of
quantum physics and their development is possible only if
there is nanotechnology which capable of providing
three-dimensional assembly of co mputing elements at the

atomic and molecular level.
The ideology of "quantum computer" is the
following[11]. There is a quantum-mechanical way to create
two separated quantum systems with a high degree of
correlation.
We
need
to
create
a
special
quantum-mechanical state of the two-particle system, i.e.
EPR state. When the system is in this state cannot be said
that any of subsystems is in its particular state but you can
get the information on one of the subsystems, making
experiments on the other. I.e., no matter how far away were
two of the main system, they will be carriers of the whole,
and in particu lar each other. Knowledge about the subject is
the sum of all knowledge about its parts.
A quantum computer is required for the analysis and
management of co mp lex many-body systems like b iological
systems. This machine is needed fo r the rapid processing of
large amounts of informat ion. Man is also a many-body
system. Therefore, the management of abstract complex
many-body systems it is train ing for the management of
man. If you co mpare the many-body system with a hu man
society where each individual is comparable to the particle,
the quantum co mputers will control human society.
A quantum co mputer is a way of obtaining information
which will take the station as a whole, not destroying it.
However, the ideal instrument that nature intended for
informat ion perception is the hu man b rain. Therefo re
discusses the connectivity’s of "quantum computer" and
"neural computer".
The aim of the developers’ neural computer
(neural-co mputer interface) is the creation of artificial
intelligence.[12, 13]. The problem of creat ing an artificial
analogue of the human brain is technically div ided into two
parts: 1) the creation of art ificial neurons; 2)
implementation of the spatial structure of the do zens and
hundreds of trillions of interrelat ionships. Reproduction of
these properties in the technical equip ment will create a
highly info rmation-processing self-organizing, self-adaption,
non-programmed systems variable structures with abilities
to adapt. I.e., will beco me possible to create a machine
which will make decisions that are independent of its
"creator", the man's. Creating artificial neural networks
similar nervous system of a liv ing organism will approach
the efficiency in the processing of informat ion as animals
and people. In 2012 in University of Waterloo (Canada) was
developed artificial intelligence SPA UN based neural
network of 2.5 million neurons that behaves as close to the
human. SPAUN able to think and able to simulate
the interaction of different parts of the brain during this
process.
This development continues the tradition of J. McCarthy,
i.e. attempt to fully rep roduce the workings of the human
brain with the help of co mputer. Fro m our point of view,
such reproduction is comp letely impossible, because
intellectual functions unique to biological organisms, i.e.
such objects for which behavior can not accurately
predict[14, 15]. Behavior and brain of mach ine will always
be different fro m the behavior and brain of man[16].
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However, it is theoretically possible that the machine will
be to educate themselves as long as it equals and surpasses
human intelligence[16, 17]. This will be possible because
the mach ine will deactivate the "unwanted" human
emotions (an xiety, love, dreams, etc.) and morality[16, 17].
To avoid the dominance of the mach ine over a man we view
the human brain as a simp le computer and "enhance" it’s
fro m chip-imp lants or chip-annex[16-19]. With these ideas
the machine does not become a man but a man transformed
into machine, i.e. cyborg. Therefore, speaking today about
the "artificial intelligence" you mean not human izing
mach ines but mechanizat ion of man. A priori in this case for
electronic man will be eliminated, both emotionally and
mentally. Electronic man may also be called the "matrix
man". In a psychological sense the matrix is the installation
to create a new world with known properties and the
possibility changes by their many variants. Such a person
denies the stability of life, race, blood and family, fate,
tradition. He denies the tragedy of life because in his life
there is no place of sin and salvation from sin. Electronic
man is a practical idealist who created the so-called
"happiness for all".
This is in line with the concept of F. Niet zsche
(1844-1900) about "superman". Also, this is consistent with
evolutionary theory of Charles Darwin (1809-1882).
Darwin's theory is artificial and cannot be proven but with
their help to create a "something" fro m a real man. It is only
necessary to understand that from a converted man will not
a "superman" because electronic man will externally
controlled.
The main property of "bioco mputers" in the fact that each
their cell is a miniature chemical laboratory. If the organism
is programmed, this organism itself makes the necessary
material. I.e. technologies of «biocomputers» suggest the
following: how to made replace between the tradit ional
biology and mechanism, i.e. modelling of "evolution in a test
tube"? I.e.: how to find a way to build systems with desired
properties and how to program the genes for required
functions?[20]. In 2001 in Weizmann University (Israel) was
created by a test sample of bioco mputer for gene analysis. Its
creation was the beginning of the so-called nanomedicine.
Were declared the need to introduce molecular nanodevices
(nanorobots) in human body to monitor his condition and for
synthesis of essential drugs. However, the introduction into
the human body of an alien mechanism is the controlling of
this body for those who run the embedded mechanism.
Recently there has been a decision of the "technological
problems" ordinary co mputers. In 2004 in General Electric
was developed diode based carbon nanotube size of 10
atoms. This develop ment will allow to solve the basic
problem of a co mputer's: reducing the size of co mputer
components while increasing their number. During the 2013
Intel, IBM and Samsung are expected processors on 14-nm
technology. Then, in accordance with Moore's law to 2020
performance of a single processor for an ordinary computer
will equal to the capacity of a single human brain (the
computer can perform 20 quadrillion calculations per
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second) and to 2060 performance of co mputer will be equal
to total brain capacity of all mankind. H.Moravec (b. 1948)
believed that the computer will be equal to human brain
between 2020 and 2030 and total cyborgization of mankind
will happen before 2040[21, 22]. K.Warwick (b. 1954) said
that total cyborgization of mankind will occur between
2022 and 2050[16].
So, what is the main feature of the computer? The
universalism. The modern co mputer is freely programmab le
for a wide range of applications. Theoretically the co mputer
can solve any problem and to simulate any process. Due to
this property for 30 last year's the computers have radically
changed human civilization. Ho w? The main thesis of
modernity : a man each year to handle the increasing amount
of information wh ich are needed more powered co mputers.
Question: what information is needed to man?
"Informat ion" is immaterial substance that interacts with the
material and spiritual worlds of man. Information forms the
material environment of hu man life and its cultural life. Use
of the terms "more in formation" or "less informat ion"
suggests that this can somehow be measured. But a man
subjectively perceives the informat ion through a set of its
properties: the importance, reliability, timeliness, etc. The
subjective perception of all's is different and scale of
"more-less" is relative. Therefore, there is a concept of
objective characteristics of information where the key
parameter is the quantity. However, if we are interested in
only the amount of informat ion we are should comp letely
abandon fro m their subjective properties. Not all
informat ion is objectively measured by numbers, because
all depends on the coordinate and the "zero" point. In
different coordinate informat ion in t wo measured reports
would relate differently. Thus, in the period of the mass use
of co mputers, Internet, co mputer games etc., we cannot talk
about the quality of informat ion. If info rmation becomes
popular product is the name of " mass informat ion" which is
the same for all and that "re-educated" man, transforming
him fro m a man in a part of the "many-body system".
Consequently, only special way of in formation formation
and its subsequent use is the main feature that distinguishes
the modern society of the previous societies. Information
processes today's have pure technical and technological
basis: the process of computerizat ion. The psychological
and critical plan perception of info rmation is replaced by a
simp le sign and symbolic imagery with the help of
informat ion and computer technologies. I.e. "Information
society" is not critical mass but is the "artificial
intelligence" having the mass consciousness which is
simp le to operate. The purpose of artificial intelligence in
this case is the need to make a living organism (hu man) as
mechanis m but not vice versa.

3. Ideological Methods of the
Information Society Creating
Historically,

the

first

exp licit

ideologue

of

the
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informat ization of humanity was R. Llull (1235-1315). He
said that in every field of knowledge there are several basic
concepts of fro m wh ich can be formed by all the others. All
knowledge is predetermined by these primary concepts.
Co mbin ing these concepts in a different way, you can get all
the possible knowledge about the world. The essence of his
works was the possibility of reducing the entire world’s
knowledge to a combination their basic princip les and brings
them to unity as the "science of sciences"[23]. To achieve
these goals, Llull offered his logical machine. It spawned the
special knowledge way the so-called "lullizm"; on this way
were all so-called "great thinkers" up to G. Bruno. We can
say that all the later philosophers were also “lullists”, since
they were all discip les of those who worked before the XVII
c.
The main work of Llull called “Ars Magna”. This title
shows the great claims of author. There is no greater than the
process of author creation of something new. The era in
which he lived Llu ll was exclusively Christian. It was known
that of all possible creat ions is no greater than those created
by God. Of all God's creatures the most difficult is the man.
If, therefore, to assume that “Ars Magna” is the art of God
who created the world and man, the one name of Llu ll work
says that the author take on the function of the God, which
consist in the creation of a "new world" and "new man kind".
Llull project similar to the modern Internet: a collect ion of
"universal knowledge" with the search engines. Llu ll
"science of science" and modern Internet for consumers are
the formalizat ion of natural language and natural science and
becoming a mechanistic system that divorced from real
human everyday life but formed an artificial hu man
everyday to a man is gradually get used to the "new world".
Big knowledge base and the ability to search all the answers
to any questions with the help of " machine" saves one from
having to look for yourself, think and finding, i.e. develop.
Rosicrucian[24-26] F. Bacon (1561-1626) in the papers
"New Organon" (1620) and "New Atlantis" (1624) outlined
that the nature and man not more than mechanisms which
should be calculated. The goal of science is subjugation the
nature and God to the man. Bacon is called the "ghost (idols)
of family" as major, in h is opinion, error wh ich prevents a
man to know the world. He assumed that this "error" is the
human nature. In fact, he called to change human nature, i.e.,
to eugenics.
R. Descartes (1596-1650) d ivided the wholes concept of
"man" on "body" as the machine and the "soul" as the
consciousness. Soul, in his understanding, is the human
attribute but animal only are like auto mat. The life of man
and animal be the result of a few simple fo rces that need to be
able to programmed for receive the "good man's". Descartes
was also close to Rosicrucianism[25].
Mason[27] J. La Mettrie (1709-1751) denied the Cartesian
dualism and argued that the human body and mind is a
"self-wind ing machine" and the soul is a fiction. D. Hart ley
(1705-1757) constructed a theory of "associative
psychology." Its essence is that the connections of muscular
reactions and feelings will can modify and change the

behavior in desired direct ion.
After the ideological t rain ing of the next major action was
to be to take the " machine" on the role of God. Since " Llu ll
mach ine" could construct metascience and know absolutely
everything, personification of the Absolute (God) would take
their positions. All mechanists were ready to tear the science
fro m life. These researchers stopped moving parallel with
Nature, i.e., trying to know the unknowab le. These
researchers have created a generation gap that is filled
ideology replacing natural laws of the Un iverse on social
laws, i.e. on eugenics. The central figure of the society is the
man who as "crown of creat ion" is able to create a
mechanis m of absolute knowledge. The creation of
"thinking" (intellectual) mach ines similar to the process of
Creat ion. But if the traditional Creator is the God and a
feeling that leads human through life is a conscience, now
the "creator" of "thinking machines" are the man's whose
conscience is replaced by "practicability". A necessary and
sufficient condition for this ideological revolution will be a
gap of man's relat ionship with God. Only the statement that
man is not a creation will be a slogan for those who wish to
make a man as "creator". Therefore, all philosophers were at
war with Ch ristianity: up to the XVII c. and thereafter. I.e.
should understand that the part of the "industrial revolution"
which has been linked to the process of informat izat ion was
not spontaneous: making a Ho mo sapiens as an artificial
mechanized "thing" was planned a long time befo re the
emergence of co mputer.
So, it was necessary to show that the person is not a
creation of God but the only developed fro m the dirt itself
"thing". If not the process of Creation then is no God, and if
there is no God then the "anything goes" and the man h imself
can become a creator. It was important to statement about
"usefulness" and "inevitability" of the "industrial" and
"scientific revolution". I.e. animal o rig in of man was the
theory that linked the "scientific revolution" with "Ars
Magna" of Llull, i.e. the art of the creation of the "new
world" and "new man".
This idea was lobbied by T. Hu xley (1825-1895). In 1860
he coined the term "darwinis m" and formu lated the
"morphological pro ximity" of man to apes. Since 1869
Hu xley was against belief in God 's creation of man. In 1871
Darwin declared unproven animal or "uncreated" human
origins. Also in 1871 in the masonic lodge "Red Lions" in
Ed inburgh (Scotland) was performed the poem based on the
Darwin's book. In this poem is stated that the monkey has
become king of the Un iverse (established a “new world”)
and its dominance cannot be refuted[28].
We have already shown that darwinis m with Nietzsche
philosophy becomes ideological factors contributing to the
emergence of art ificial human. "Evo lutionary theory" is
"eugenics", i.e. "science of improving human nature" and,
that should be highlighted, about her artificial, not natural
"improvement". "Evolutionary Theory" is a narration of the
coup that took place in the World befo re the "industrial
revolution". Really, the acquisition of "behavioral change" is
preparatory to the "industrial revolution" period in hu man
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history: the Renaissance and the Reformat ion. The weakest
people adapt during this time, i.e., take the side of evil,
mutate. Simu ltaneously, is the "struggle for existence", i.e.
ruthless destruction of the traditional world fro m evil. The
victory of the " industrial revolution" and large-scale social
coup is a pseudo-natural selection: the strong evil is devour
the tradition. The weakest part of surviving becomes slaves
of the strongest. It's clear why darwin ism gave birth to the
nietzscheanism with theory of the "superman".
In 1920 in the UK was established Tavistock Psychiatric
Clin ic led by J. Rawlings-Rees (1890-1969). In 1922
Tavistock introduced the technique of "profiling", i.e.
technology to create mass public opinion. Since this year
began the practical transformation of social society to the
"information society".
At the same time in 1922 the "father of journalis m" W.
Lipp mann (1889-1974) published a book "Public Opinion".
He showed that the the most important thing is a p icture
which is created inside the human head because an external
impact. Necessary to reduce co mplex problems to simp le
solutions that people believe in something that to already
believe by others (as supposed). The main theme of the book
was the expression of "opinion rule the world" which imp lies
the axio m that people do not have to think but will have to
share their opinion and feelings. Lippmann's book became
the starting point for the formation of the concept of
collective (holographic) memo ry. The informat ion society is
uncritical because in his consciousness is invested finished
images. A standard set of images corresponds to a standard
set of questions and a departure from the standard reveals the
poverty of modern human souls. On the principle of
universal unificat ion and standardization of the process of
globalization is based[29].
In 1924 H.G. Wells (1866-1946) called for a new global
state based on the principles of eugenics.
In 1931 philosopher B.A.W. Russell (1872-1970)
published a book entitled "The Scientific Outlook". The
main idea of this book the follo wing: 1) need to develop two
types of education, i.e. for ord inary people and for those who
carry the authority; 2) ordinary people have to be the
executive and non reasoning; for this it is necessary to apply
to them psychoanalysis, theory of behavior, biochemistry; 3)
if the child has violated his social status should be sent to
"lethal chamber"; 4) necessary to introduce the institute of
social psychologists who work with children under the age of
10 years for the destruction of influencing them ho me
atmosphere; 5) children of ord inary people fro m an early age
to be accustomed to the "cooperation", ie to the ability to
repeat what others are doing[30, 31]. In 1952, he repeated
this in his book "The Impact of Science on Society" where
also encouraged to artificially create the epidemics towards
reducing the human population[30, 31]. By the beginning of
the XXI c. been fu lly realized 1, 2, 4 positions. Now
gradually being imp lemented 3 and 5 positions.
In 1932 were published the first edition of A. Hu xley
(1894-1963) "Brave New World". He was the grandson of T.
Hu xley, i.e. h is ideas were not random. The slogan of this
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book, i.e. universal g lobal idea was the expression of
"COMMUNITY, IDENTITY, STA BILITY" and most
"abusive" words are "Mom and Dad". In 1946 Hu xley wrote
the foreword to a new edition (Harper & Bros.). Here is
quote from it : “Assuming, then, that we are capable of
learning as much from Hiroshima as our forefathers learned
from Magdeburg, we may look forward to a period, not
indeed of peace, but of limited and only partially ruinous
warfare. During that period it may be assumed that nuclear
energy will be harnessed to industrial uses. The result, pretty
obviously, will be a series of economic and social changes
unprecedented in rapidity and completeness. All the existing
patterns of human life will be disrupted and new patterns
will have to be improvised to conform with the nonhuman
fact of atomic power. Procrustes in modern dress, the
nuclear scientist will prepare the bed on which mankind
must lie; and i f mankind doesn't fit – well, that will be just too
bad for mankind. There will have to be some stretching and a
bit of amputation – the same sort of stretching and
amputations as have been going on ever since applied
science really got into its stride, only this time they will be a
good deal more drastic than in the past. These far from
painless operations will be directed by highly centralized
totalitarian governments. Inevitably so; for the immediate
future is likely to resemble the immediate past, and in the
immediate past rapid technological changes, taking place in
a mass-producing economy and among a population
predominantly propertyless, have always tended to produce
economic and social confusion. To deal with confusion,
power has been centralized and government control
increased. It is probable that all the world's governments
will be more or less completely totalitarian even before the
harnessing of atomic energy; that they will be totalitarian
during and after the harnessing seems almost certain. Only a
large-scale popular movement toward decentralization and
self-help can arrest the present tendency toward statism. At
present there is no sign that such a movement will take place.
There is, o f course, no reason why the new
totalitarianisms should resemble the old. Government by
clubs and firing squads, by artificial famine, mass
imprisonment and mass deportation, is not merely inhumane
(nobody cares much about that nowadays), it is
demonstrably inefficient and in an age of advanced
technology, inefficiency is the sin against the Holy Ghost. A
really efficient totalitarian state would be one in which the
all-powerful executive of political bosses and their army of
managers control a population of slaves who do not have to
be coerced, because they love their servitude. To make them
love it is the task assigned, in present-day totalitarian states,
to ministries of propaganda, news-paper editors and
schoolteachers. But their methods are still crude and
unscientific…
…Great is truth, but still greater, from a practical point of
view, is silence about truth. By simply not mentioning certain
subjects, by lowering what Mr. Churchill calls an "iron
curtain" between the masses and such facts or arguments as
the local political bosses regard as undesirable, totalitarian
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propagandists have influenced opinion much more
effectively than they could have done by the most eloquent
denunciations, the most compelling of logical rebuttals. But
silence is not enough. If persecution, liquidation and the
other symptoms of social friction are to be avoided, the
positive sides of propaganda must be made as effective as the
negative. The most important Manhattan Projects o f the
future will be vast government-sponsored enquiries into
what the politicians and the participating scientists will call
"the problem of happiness" – in other words, the problem of
making people love their servitude. Without economic
security, the love of servitude cannot possibly come into
existence; for the sake of brevity, I assume that the
all-powerful executive and its managers will succeed in
solving the problem of permanent security. But security
tends very quickly to be taken for granted. Its achievement is
merely a superficial, external revolution. The love of
servitude cannot be established except as the result of a deep,
personal revolution in human minds and bodies. To bring
about that revolution we require, among others, the
following discoveries and inventions. First, a greatly
improved technique of suggestion – through infant
conditioning and, later, with the aid of drugs, such as
scopolamine. Second, a fully developed science of human
differences, enabling government managers to assign any
given individual to his or her proper place in the social and
economic hierarchy. (Round pegs in square holes tend to
have dangerous thoughts about the social system and to
infect others with their discontents). Third (since reality,
however utopian, is something from which people feel the
need of taking pretty frequent holidays), a substitute for
alcohol and the other narcotics, something at once less
harmful and more pleasure-giving than gin or heroin. And
fourth (but this would be a long-term project, which it would
take generations of totalitarian control to bring to a
successful conclusion), a foolproof system of eugenics,
designed to standardize the human product and so to
facilitate the task of the managers”[32].
A.Hu xley gave lectures on the "Hu man Potential" at
Esalen Institute in the early 1960’s. Hu xley saw the world as
a total "concentration camp of the mind" in which live
"pharmacologically manipulated slaves" created with the
help of medicine and advocacy[30].
In 1957 his older brother, J. Hu xley (1887-1975) founded
the movement of transhumanism. He defined the
transhumanists as people who improved to learn new skills
and abilities[33]. In 1966 it was refined that transhumanists
are people who have a special outlook and way o f life for
self-imp rovement through the use of modern science and
technology for the transition to the "post-human", i.e. to
"thing" who has a fundamentally new capabilit ies[33].
Social ideas of Russell and Hu xley began to be introduced
into practice at the turn of the XX/XXI cc. But their practical
source should be assumed Frankfurt Institute for Social
Research (Germany, 1931). After emigrating to the United
States, its members declared themselves "Frankfurt School"
(FS) and were attracted by Tavistock to work together.

In 1937-1940 Tavistock and FS worked on the study of
radio. T.V. Adorno (1903-1969) and W. Benjamin
(1892-1940) showed that the media tools can be used to
induce mental illness and regressive states[30, 31]. In 1938
was made famous radio show "War of the Worlds" to show
that many people believe or during the invasion of Martians,
or the invasion of German troops. Probably because of this
idea grew the idea of television as the best in the second half
of the twentieth century nonviolent means to
"brainwashing".
In 1945 FS and Tavistock founded the project called "The
Authoritarian Personality" for the study of american sources
of anti-semitis m[30, 31]. In 1950 the project was co mpleted,
and the following conclusions was made: 1) american family
is a authoritarian; 2) american belief in a transcendent God is
a authoritarian and chauvinistic; 3) american patriotism is
fascism; 4) requires significant changes in popular culture
that America did not become the Fourth Reich[30, 31]. Fro m
this following the one conclusion: is needed completely
destroyed traditional America. The main weapon to destroy
traditional A merica and on this examp le any of the
traditional society were to be eros and drugs in any form[30,
31].
Officially the theories of change of USA are developed
since 1945 in several pro jects CIA : PA PERCLIP
(1945-1947), CHATTER (1947-1950), BLUEBIRD
(1950-1951), ARTICHOKE (1951-1953), MKUlt ra
(1953-1964) and MKSEARCH (1964-1973). The
ideological leader of these projects was the Tavistock
Institute of Hu man Relat ions which was established in 1946
in the USA. The research centers of american Tavistock
became UCLA, MIT, Stanford Research Institute (SRI) and
National Training Laboratories. These projects continued
search for an answer to the basic question Huxley: as totally
transform of man's? In special laboratories were doing
experiments on people as volunteers as prisoners and
hospital patients. Probably the experiments were also
performed on a people who were specially stolen. Really,
since 1947 in the USA and then in the World began
promoting the fabulous stories about alien abductions and
their medical experiments on humans. Probably this is the
real kidnapping for experiments and comp letely
brainwashed in survivors with programming them on
children's stories about aliens. One of the major emp loyees
of CIA p rojects were D.E. Cameron (1901-1967), the
founder and the second president of the World Psychiatric
Association (1961-1967) and Rawlings-Rees, the founder
and first president of the World Association for Mental
Health (1948-1949). I.e. these projects were the official and
had the support of a very high level. Так, Cameron
developed a method of introducing a false memo ry called
«psyhic driving». The method was the association of
informat ion programming and mechanis m that allows
coordinate this program. Cameron d id on people the
experiments on erasing the memory and reprogramming the
psyche.
The experiments were gradually persuaded leading
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psychiatrists in the difficult ies of process of man's
transformation if it is based only on psychedelia and pure
drugs. Therefore, it became necessary to take the ideas of J.
von Neumann (1903-1957) and N. W iener (1894-1964).
In May 1942 in New Yo rk team was established known as
"Project human-mach ine"[30, 31]. Participated in the project
the engineers, biologists, neuroscientists, anthropologists
and psychologists to conduct experiments on social
management. It has been postulated that the human brain is a
complex machine with input and output, and human
behavior can be programmed on a personal and societal level.
In 1947 Wiener co ined the term for the name of the
development team, the "Cybernetics Group" (CG). In 1948
Wiener published a book called "Cybernetics: Or Control
and Co mmunication in the Animal and the Machine".
Cybernetics is the science in the framewo rk of which have
begun to develop the principles of erasing hu man
individuality and unificat ion of human societies.
In 1950s CG postulated the following: 1) develop ment of
computers will lead to their co mb ination with the
intelligence for programming o f mankind; 2) the hu man
mind is not sacred and the human brain is a machine whose
activity can be played; 3) computer can have all the mental
properties (emotions and feelings)[30, 31].
In 1964 IBM engineer D. Engelbart (b. 1925) developed
the concept of the "workshop" (electronic text space) as the
room where to put the "tools" (texts) were subjected to
"mental structuring" and these tools are necessary for the
production of knowledge. In 1984 the "Engelbart's
workshop" was defined as "cyberspace". Cyberspace is the
inner world of co mputers and computer networks, i.e. a
world where the need to immerse posthumanity. We can say
that the concept of Engelbart is the formulat ion of
"knowledge society" which is to rep lace the "information
society".
By the end of 1960s all the main experiments were
completed. The results showed that the psyche can be
reprogrammed and false memory can be introduced. The
computer was made as drug which more pleasure-giving
than gin or heroin (see Hu xley above). The advertising of
computers for young people was lobbied the ideologists of
movement "beat generation", i.e. hippies etc. the Hu xley, T.
Leary (1920-1996) and S. Brand (born 1938). In 1966-1972
in the United States is drug boom and the final shift of
national and social paradig m. Technology gradual
degradation and destruction of traditional hu man society is
well shown in the film «Pleasantville» (1998).
In 1972 S. Brand said: “Ready or not, co mputers are
coming to the people. That’s the best news since
psychedelics”[30]. The co mputer has become one of the
gods in New Age ideology which born in the 1960's and 70's.
CG has created the "their own religion, the openly pagan
belief system"[30]. In the 1990s Leary said that the computer
is the LSD of the 1990s and declared that psychedelia and
cybernetics are two sides of the same process[34].
In 1990s have been formulated positions that had to be
developed quickly :
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1) Creation of artificial "companions" who have full of
feelings and emotions as a result of the best thinking of
computer[35].
2) Appearance of computers and robots with the human
intellect and their self-production of own "sense" and
"values"[36].
3) Recognition of the rights of "smart cars" and the fight
against the restriction of their autonomy[37].
4) Interdiction on protest of technological innovation[38].
5) The ab ility to download human consciousness into a
computer to create posthumans[37, 39].
6) The co mbination of man and mach ine is needed for the
expansion of the human mind to the level of full "deification
of man" and likening each indiv idual with God [40].
Here we want to see the main thing: the mechanization of
human, creation posthumanity and interdiction on p rotest of
technological innovation.
So, since 1990s the task of informat ization is placed in the
plane of creation a "new man" wh ich "advanced" to the level
of computer. Ho w this is done the theory of Cameron and the
problem of "biocomputer" are shown. Really, the main
purpose "psyhic driving" (bioco mputers) is their
introduction into the body. The aim: to cure a cell or
organism fro m d isease. But it is possible to control the
mechanis m for healing the body and for the destruction of
the body: the difference is in the original program.
Embedded in the body of the mechanism immed iately reads
about this object and sends it to the appropriate database.
Next so meone gives a new program for the mechanism.
Symb iosis of microelectronic technology, biology and
genetic engineering has allowed creating specially prepared
for imp lantation in the human body chip-imp lants that can
control the physiological and psychological functions of the
organism. For the ideological preparation of society to
upload his consciousness into a computer in 1999 and 2003
were produced such films as "The Matrix" and "The Matrix
2". The main idea of these films is the human migration fro m
the real world into a computer program. In human imp lanted
microchip that controls his mind and psyche. I.e. created the
"e-thing" (electronics thing) which is part of the worldwide
computer network: the network nodes (as "computers") are
former people. These films are popularized pseudoscience
about resettlement of human consciousness into a
computer[41].
A person who becomes a "network node", i.e.
"man-machines", is already a reality. In 2001 DA RPA is
stated on need for a device that can read a person's thoughts
with encephalograph or other mechanism[42]. In December
2005 for the first time at Princeton University announced the
achievement of the ability to read thoughts with the help of
magnetic resonance imaging: the words are fixed in 5
seconds before pronouncing their aloud. Since that time the
med ia regularly report on the continuous improvement of
developments in this direction.
In 2005 by IBM and the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology in Lausanne was started Blue Brain Project[43].
Sense of the project in a co mputer simulat ion of the
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mammalian brain at the mo lecular level. It is also expected
of creation the nonbiological alternative of brain where can
be upload the human consciousness. The project is expected
to be completed by 2023.
In autumn 2001 Applied Dig ital So lutions (ADS) began
mass advertising of VeriChip implant containing of man's
individual nu mber that determines everything from medical
history up to home phone. Advertising begins immed iately
after the events of September 11, 2001. The necessity of
implanting microchips in the human body began to explain
"protection fro m terrorists". If you agree to imp lant a chip
you are "good citizen", if you do not agree you are dangerous
member of society, i.e. "potential terrorist". In order to
facilitate the future pseudo-voluntary implantation of the
chip in a b iological organism since 2003 around the World
have begun to collect so-called "bio metric informat ion" and
upload them into microchips of bio metric passports. The
man who used a chip in the passport then easily agree to chip
implantation in the body.
According to Hu xley total control over a person is
required to prevent any shocks in the future.
"Electronic-transparent" person should have his number in
the whole world but not the state. I.e. by computer destroyed
the nation-state and creates a single world-wide state.
Furthermore, the computer has become a tool for the
collection of personal data and the creation of a global
database of mankind where there is no privacy and personal
life. Collection of bio metric data needs because such data are
unique to the individual. Further, these data can be converted
to a digital code that is loaded into the microchip or stamp of
human skin.
Thus, the microchip (or set of chips) which is implanted in
the body is a tool of control over the person. Indelible
barcode will be a label that operates on the principle of
recognition of "us" or "alien" that indicates the need in a
so-called "global democracy" preserve racial, national and
political selection.
Technology microchip implanted in man's is constantly
improving. In the early 2010's chips allo w: 1) instantly locate
the person at any time; 2) instantly detect any changes in the
organism; 3) instantly get any informat ion about a man fro m
the database; 4) replace cash and credit cards as a
subcutaneous wallet (VeriPay technology which presented
ADS in 2004).
The microchip is the imp lemented «psychic driving»
Cameron, i.e. real develop ment of the co mputer
psycho-technologies. The main activity of co mputer
psycho-technologies being the "psycho-sensing" and
"psycho-correction". Psycho-sensing defines the relation of
the subject to any aspects of life. It is possible to accurately
identify the secrets of man, i.e. whether it has the "wrong" or
"dangerous"
tendencies.
Psycho-sensing
disables
psychological defense that includes man's if he answers
questions consciously. During psycho-sensing computer
"interrogates" the human subconscious so that the person
does not know about this "interrogation". The subconscious
responds to questions honestly because can not lie.

Psycho-correction to manage the condition and behavior
of a person, i.e. corrects, directs, or destroyed it. Classical
methods of psycho-correction are follows: 1) acoustic
psycho-correction; 2) visual psycho-correction. Now used a
software algorith m. Coding tool converts a voice signal in
the noise and when listening to it is impossible to establish
the fact of the speech signal. The brain is able to decode the
signal and the obtained informat ion of subject not
understood. Befo re 2005 the concept of "galvanic vestibular
stimulat ion" was developed; product was shown at
SIGGRAPH-2005 (Los Angeles, CA, USA). W ith a few
electrodes beneath the ear was possible to remotely control a
person, that is, disrupt his balance and turn into a puppet[44].
However, classical techniques of psycho-sensing and
psycho-correction are outdated. To use both this directions
effectively is needed the embedded into the organism
mechanis m which will be continuously connected to the
network. Psycho-correction can be performed by any
modern audio and video sources of information. This source
can be any electrical device and power grid. Since 2001 the
gradually implementation of standards Power line
telecommun ications. Since 2006 are developed a some chips
and standards for the ultra-fast data transmission over
wireless networks. In this case, you can insert special chips
not only in co mputer technique but in consumer electronics.
I.e. theoretically possible to conduct of psycho-correction by
any appliance if there is a chip with a speaker. Mass
connection destroys privacy and will establish a communist
totalitarian dictatorship globally under the slogan of
democracy.
Thus, the modern process of informatization direct to
cyborgization of man kind under the flag o f eugenics, i.e.
"improvement" of hu man's nature. According to A.Hu xley,
the Council of Eu rope in 2010 called on all its members to
eliminate "discriminatory language". In 2009 the European
Parliament banned the terms “M iss” and “Mrs”. Since 2012
in France abolished the terms " mademoiselle", " maiden
name" and "marriage surname". Since December 2011 in the
UK abolished the terms "husband", "wife", "bride" and
"groom". Strictly by A.Hu xley, the word "father" and
"mother" have recently begun to rep lace the name "parent A"
and "parent B": Swit zerland (June 2010), USA (February
2011), Un ited Kingdom (December 2011), France (February
2013).
According to the work of R. Kurzweil (b. 1948), the
following events are wait ing for man kind[45-48]: 1) to 2014
the power of supercomputer will reach power of the human
brain; 2) to 2020 the power of PC reaches the power of the
human brain; 3) to 2020 special set of chips will be able to
replace the entire set of human activ ity (fro m the motor
functions to feelings and emotions); 4) to 2020 will be create
an "electronic wo mb" with the help of wh ich mankind stoped
traditionally rep roduced and will have sex only for pleasure
(Hu xley p redicted in the 1930's); 5) in the 2020’s begins
mass use of nanorobots; 6) in 2030's nanorobots implanted in
the brain the plunge humanity into "full v irtual reality"; 7) in
2040's nanorobots would change the human body as you like;
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8) to 2045 people will be "immortal" having the ability to
overload your mind between any bodies. Although these
predictions correctly called "cybernetic totalitarianism"[49],
they have a good chance of being implemented.

4. Conclusions
Thus, the informat ics has made the informat ization, i.e.
introduction of informat ion. Co mputerized society is the
"information society" and then, when each member becomes
a node in the network total cyberspace, the "knowledge
society".
According to Kurzweil etc., "e-thing" will be deified to the
level of the rejected Ch rist. In this case God is now becoming
as "biocomputer". Knowledge of new pseudo-divine laws
will generate a "post-human society" where the main goal is
the acquisition of the managed human immo rtality in the
World's.
In the post-human society only large "biocomputer" can
do everything on their o wn without having to depend on
anyone, watch all, read all just born thoughts and feelings of
their fello w members, record the thoughts, feelings and
actions in memo ry (the Book of Life) punish the fellow
members (the Last Judgment). The fello w members of this
«biocomputer» are man-machines, i.e. "post-humans".
Earthly human immortality in this case is completely
achievable. For "e-things" all aspects of his life are recorded
on the chips and then sent to the database. If necessary, the
chips can be transplanted into another body and
man-machine is immo rtal. However, the "immo rtality"
manageable because once disobedience appears the man may
be destroyed according to the principles of the
Russell-Hu xley.
"World's biocomputer" can assume 3 variants: 1)
unrealistic, i.e. "collective intelligence" of man-mach ines; 2)
possible, i.e. scenario science fiction writers (when to 2060
computers which have reached the total power of the
man kind's brain will rule the world); 3) real (when part of
man kind without a chip will manage of man-machines).
Probably this process cannot be stopped because the entire
world 's elite supports it. But you should understand the
following. If we co mpare co mputers with fast arith mo meter,
it is useful and necessary. But the use of computer for
modeling of the bio logical systems and management should
recognize a mistake because this was the starting point to the
end of human civilization. Th is approach is a
mechanis m-philosophy which turned into idealism, into
metaphysics.
Mathematics can not be abstract science; it should
describe the existing, not try ing to co mprehend the
incomprehensible. Co mputing machines are for co mputing;
they can not and should not get into others phenomenon, for
example natural and social. Cybernetics eliminates the
qualitative features of the phenomena in wh ich grossly
interferes. Elimination of such specificity unifies all
phenomena reducing them to a co mmon standard that kills
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life. A lternate between machine and man is not allowed.
By the middle of XXI c. the mankind which turned into a
"post-human" will cease to exist. The man’s already now
stops to think, act and feel bringing his time in voluntary
sacrifice to the computer. The purpose of life is to achieve
material wealth, co mfort and uninterrupted pleasure and
earthly immortality. Fo r this is also is a help of
psychotechnologies that disable human consciousness and
human redraws. Access to the subconscious is a access to
the human soul. Psycho-technologies can talk to a soul to
inspire her something and pushing to do for something. The
human ear can not hear these words and man do not realize
the impact. He receives a message from h is subconscious
takes her for his o wn and believes him. The thought haunts of
man until he begins to conduct a dialogue with her. After the
start of the dialogue man leans to the idea and as a result
makes an action. In Christianity, this is called seduction man
by demons.
Psycho-technologies also allow you to hear the answers of
subconscious. As a result, you can build a program for the
individual behavior of the individual who has ceased to be a
man. Being under the constant influence of the media the
people are poorly able to resist of psycho-correction. When
nanorobots are implanted in the body the resistance will not
impossible.
With the help of informat ion technologies for the first time
in the history of mankind was possible to realize all the
utopian communist doctrines, from Pythagoras and Plato:
building a society of total happiness. If an individual thinks
only of satiety and pleasure, he is happy because
disconnected from any external stimu li and not having the
ability to make decisions. Therefore, we can say that with the
help of computer science under the flag of global democracy
in the world wins the co mmunis m. I.e., in fact, the hu man
race is on the transition from an industrial society to a
communist society.
Finally, we can recall the Book of Revelat ion: “And he
causeth all, the small and the great, and the rich and the poor,
and the free and the bond, that there be given them a mark on
their right hand, or upon their forehead; and that no man
should be able to buy or to sell, save he that hath the mark,
even the name of the beast or the nu mber of his name”[50].
I.e. the cyborgization is a stamp of antichrist according to the
Christian tradition. In turn this means that all the doctrines
associated with the transformation o f man are satanism. We
must assume that those who refuse to use technology
subcutaneous wallet will not be able to sell and buy.
The ultimate goal o f hu man develop ment is to achieve
harmony through love of neighbor. But you can not love
everyone equally, true love is possible only to peers, as
envied the love is impossible. Democrat ic identity of all
possible only within the "World's biocomputer" as nodes in a
network through totalitarian control over the thoughts and
feelings. I.e. democratic love is totalitarianis m as the highest
stage of democracy and its purpose is to purging the mankind
fro m mankind in the name of mankind[51]. Considering the
history of information technology, this definit ion must
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always remember.
Christ offers to mankind the greatest of gift: His God's
love, i.e. natural life. Each person is called to respond to this
in the affairs. But man succumbed false informatization
charms and rejected God's gift . Thus, the man rejected his
own life decid ing to replace it with artificial surrogate. The
man refused to God's law, i.e. fro m moral laws of life.
Because of this there was blurring of boundaries between the
concepts of goodness and evil. Info rmation society is based
on the principles of permissiveness, unlimited stupidity and
neglect eternal truths. The main economic resource of the
informat ion society is a fool because he can believe anything.
Society, whose members are stupid "ideal customer" which
completely devoid of rat ional consciousness is a morally sick.
His future deadly disease is a cyborgization. I.e. mankind
will destroy not asteroid and not natural disasters but the
temporary triu mph of evil over goodness. Now, when
man kind is on the threshold of his death, it is necessary to
know and understand.
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